
YOU WILL NEED:   

FELT 2 ¼” x 2 ¼” square Warm bright palette: Red, Orange, Yellow, Pink or Fuschia

WHITE COTTON FABRIC  3” x 3”  100% cotton quilting weight cotton. (Must be WHITE)

EMBROIDERY THREAD  Warm bright colour palette

NEEDLE Crewel size 22 or 24 (easier to thread) with sharp tip

PIN

GLUE STICK Nothing fancy needed here. Dollar store brands are just fine.

SCISSORS Sharp and pointy tipped ones are recommended 

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Start by washing your hands. This will keep the white fabric nice & clean!

2. Cut out one of the “X” templates on page 2. 

3. Position the paper “X“ template centered on the felt square, and pin. 

4. Cut around the  template to make a felt “X”.

5. Fold the white fabric square in half diagonally, matching all corners. Run your 

finger along the fold to form a crease mark. Then fold it in half again in the 

opposite direction, and finger press so that you have an X-fold mark.

6. Run a line of gluestick along the BACK of the felt “X”, then position it centered 

on the X-fold on the white fabric. Press it down to secure. (The glue will hold it in 

place while you stitch)

7.  Thread the needle with the embroidery thread, tie a knot at the end and trim 

the tail so it doesn’t get tangled in your stitches.

8. Poke the needle from the back of the white fabric up to the front, at the 

beginning of the felt X. (Use the fold mark to help guide you to the centre of the 

width of the felt X.)

9. Stitch a line of running stitch down the centre of one line of the X. Finish with 

the needle at the back of the fabric, then make a small backstitch to finish in the 

white fabric hidden under the felt. Feed the thread through a couple of stitches to 

hide the tail, and trim. Repeat this step with the other side of the X.

If creased iron using a press cloth. Do not iron directly on the felt. It will melt on 

your iron.

That’s it you’re done! Share on social media with #lynnvalleyLOVEproject

Pop your blocks in an envelope and write your name and the number of bocks 

inside written on the back. Drop off or mail the envelope to the Lynn Valley Public 

library (address below). Block must arrive by June 15 in order to be included in 

the installation. 

Thanks for participating in the Lynn Valley LOVE project!

© Berene Campbell @happysewlucky.
www.happysewlucky.com 

This pattern is for personal use only. It may not be copied, 
reproduced, sold or distributed for profit in any way. Thank you.   
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DROP OFF / MAIL FINISHED BLOCKS TO:

North Vancouver District Public Library

300-1277 Lynn Valley Rd., 

North Vancouver, BC,  V7J 0A2, Canada

BY JUNE 15 AT THE LATEST

Label with your name & number of blocks.

Watch the video tutorial on how to make an X-block here: 
https://youtu.be/WNb0CP9vKo0

Download a spare copy of this pattern here: 
https://happysewlucky.wordpress.com/

#LYNNVALLEYLOVEPROJECT
a community engaged giant cross-stitch art installation

WARM BRIGHT

COLOUR PALETTE



“X” TEMPLATE

IMPORTANT PRINTING INSTRUCTIONS: 
Print this page at 100% size. It is best to first download the document 

before printing, as printing from a web browser can reduce the size. 

The 1” CHECK square will measure 1” if your print size is accurate. 

3” SQUARE TEMPLATE
FOR WHITE COTTON FABRIC

(Please use 100% quilting cotton fabric)

1”

CHECK SIZE




